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IMPROVED INCUBATORS

THE hen's efficiency in hatching eggs may at last be
rivaled by the incubator, if work of a British electrical
engineer, Llewelyn B. Atkinson, can be applied in com-
mercial hatcheries. Mr. Atkinson believes that the miss-
ing link in modern incubation methods is that the eggs

are heated too nearly alike on both sides. In the hen's
nest there is from 14 to 20 degrees difference between
the top of the egg, which is close to the hen's body,
and the lower surface of the egg. With this apparently
shiftless method of protecting the eggs, a setting hen
hatches about 90 per cent. of her chicks, if she is ordi-
narily responsible and doesn 't leave the nest or break
the eggs.

Designers of modern incubators attempted to improve
on the hen 's system by heating the eggs about the
same all over. Incubators sometimes make as high an

efficiency record as that of the mother hen, but 60 per

cent. is said by poultry experts to be average.

In the British experiment a thin sheet of india-rubber
was placed like a blanket over the eggs. Mr. Atkinson
reports: "This method produced very remarkable re-

sults. In an incubator which has rarely given above
55 per cent. of the eggs placed in it, this percentage
was raised to over 95 per cent. of the fertile eggs. "

Dr. M. A. Jull, poultry expert of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, says that the Atkinson experiments
may have great significance to the American poultry
business. Half a million or a million chicks are hatched
each year in some of the mammoth commercial hatcheries
in this country, and the baby chick crop turned out by
American incubators probably exceeds 100,000,000. A 40
per cent. increase in efficiency would mean millions of
dollars to the industry.

"Onae of the big factors of cost in the poultry busi-
ness is the mortality of baby chicks," said Dr. Jull.
"The results of Atkinson 's experiments should be
checked and tests made to determine their practical
application. I

PLANS FOR A GIANT WINDMILL
ANTON FLETTNER, the Glerman inventor of the rotor

ship, is planning a gigantic windmill designed on aero-

dynamical principles which will be some 300 feet in diam-
eter mounted on a tower 650 feet high, higher than the
Washington Monument and nearly as tall as the Wool-
worth Building.

This immense structure for obtaining power from the
wind will not make use of the Flettner rotating cylinders,
such as used on the rotor ships, but will have two large
wings or propeller blades so constructed that they will
obtain the most out of the moving air, according to the
reports that have reached New York recently.
The famous Flettner rudder which is used in steering

both ships and airplanes will be used to keep the pro-

pellers at the most efficient angle for the particular wind
velocity. The cross-sections of the wings will resemble
those used on airplanes and they will be designed so as
to decrease to a minimum the air pressure on the rear
side of the driving wing.
The proposed windmill is striking in size, but it is also

unique in the method of generating power. Instead of
having the large wheel geared to a single electric gen-
erator, it is planned to mount a small high-speed windmill
on the tip of each propeller arm. These auxiliary wind-
mills will actually generate the power by driving directly
generators. Flettner claims that the rotation of the large
wheel will multiply the velocity of the small windmills
ten times and that this will aid in the regulation of the
voltage of the electric current obtained.
The huge structure that would support the 300-foot

propellers presents a very difficult engineering problem
and it is a problem of major design to make the wind-
mill wheel itself structurally safe and strong. The
reason for such a high tower is said to be that the winds
are steadier at such heights.
No estimates of cost are contained in the information

published in Germany, nor is it indicated whether actual
construction of the windmill is contemplated.

THE STARS IN THE SPRING
SPRING began in the northern hemisphere on Friday,

March 20, at 10:13 P. M., Eastern Standard Time, when
the sun crosses the equator coming north. The sun
will then be almost exactly in the zenith at a point in
the East Indies where it will be noon at that instant.
The dividing line between day and night will then pass
through the north and south poles of the earth, and
day and night will be equal in length all over the globe.
As a result of refraction, however, the sun is elevated
above the horizon by about a half a degree before it
has actually risen and lingers in view for an equal period
after it has actually set and the day is lengthened at
the expense of the night. So, strictly speaking, day and
night are not exactly equal in length when the sun is
at the vernal equinox, at the beginning of spring, or
six months later, when it is at the autumnal equinox,
going south in September.

This effect of refraction upon the times of sunrise
and sunset is most noticeable within the Arctic Circle
where the sun is below the horizon for months at a
time and where, when it does put in its appearance, it
remains above the horizon for equally long periods. At
the north pole, for instance, where the sun should make
its first appearance on March 20, at the beginning of
spring, it actually appears three days earlier as a result
of refraction. For the same reason it remains above
the horizon for three days after it has passed through
the autumnal equinox in the fall when, theoretically, it
should disappear from view for six months. This adds
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